Updates on Hong Kong’s Tax Regime for Aircraft Leasing
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Disclaimer
 The materials of this seminar / workshop / conference are intended to provide

general information and guidance on the subject concerned. Examples and
other materials in this seminar / workshop / conference are only for illustrative
purposes and should not be relied upon for technical answers.
 The Hong Kong Inland Revenue Department and the speaker(s) take no

responsibility for any errors or omissions in, or for the loss incurred by
individuals or companies due to the use of, the materials of this seminar /
workshop / conference.
 No claims, action or legal proceedings in connection with this seminar /

workshop / conference brought by any individuals or companies having
reference to the materials on this seminar / workshop / conference will be
entertained.
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Aims and Scope
 What is the bigger picture?
 Why pick Hong Kong?
 Who are the players in Hong Kong?

 How does the platform perform?
 How the Hong Kong DTA Network is expanding?
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Section 1
WHAT IS THE BIGGER PICTURE?
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Aircraft Leasing by the Numbers
 China alone is forecast to need 7000 new planes over the next 20 years.
 Globally, 32% of aircraft are financed through leasing, whereas 40 years ago

it totalled less than 1%.

 APAC is forecast to become the most important region for global air traffic at

approximately 34%, followed by Europe at 22% and America at 18%.

Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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Section 2
WHY PICK HONG KONG?
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Dedicated Tax Regime for: Qualifying Aircraft Lessors and
Qualifying Aircraft Leasing Managers
An Attractive Regime
Hong Kong’s Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No. 3) Ordinance 2017 provides
a dedicated tax regime, offering incentives to qualifying aircraft lessors and
qualifying aircraft leasing managers in Hong Kong.
Key Facts
 Reduction of corporate tax rate to 8.25% from 16.5%.

 Providing certainty that gains from aircraft sales are accepted as capital in

nature if the aircraft has been used for a continuous period of three years
immediately before the disposition.

 Regime does not impose any sales tax on aircraft leasing payments.
 Only 20% of the rentals derived from qualifying aircraft leasing activities

will be chargeable to profits tax in Hong Kong after deducting allowable
expenses.

 Double tax agreement between Mainland China and Hong Kong offers a

lower withholding tax rate of 5%, compared to 6% with Singapore and
Ireland.

Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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Qualifying Aircraft Lessor and Qualifying Aircraft Leasing Manager
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Industry Perception


Hong Kong aircraft leasing regime provides a sufficient degree of
flexibility for transaction structuring.



Tax certainty of the Hong Kong aircraft leasing regime can be obtained
via advance ruling and advance pricing arrangement.



With a focus on the Mainland market, Hong Kong can be easily
nurtured into an aviation hub given the tax concessions now offered.



Hong Kong has a first class financial infrastructure, providing the
necessary banking and professional services to aircraft lessors.



The Hong Kong aircraft leasing cluster is growing – see the on going
listing of aircraft lessors and their business expansion.

Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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Hong Kong’s Scoring

Index of Economic Freedom 2018: Heritage Foundation ranked Hong Kong 1st
out of 180 economies in the world

World Competitiveness Yearbook 2018: International Institute for
Management Development ranked Hong Kong 2nd out of 63 economies in
the world

Paying Taxes 2018: World Bank, International Finance Corporation and
PwC ranked Hong Kong 3rd among 190 economies in terms of ease of
paying taxes

Global Competitiveness Index 2018: World Economic Forum ranked Hong
Kong 7th among 140 economies in the world

Doing Business 2018: World Bank and International Finance Corporation ranked
Hong Kong 5th in the ease of doing business among 190 economies

Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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Section 3
WHO ARE THE PLAYERS IN HONG KONG?
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Flying High in Aircraft Leasing Business
With the new concessionary tax regime for aircraft leasing in Hong Kong, ICBC Leasing
took the leap and sealed a landmark transaction.

In March 2018, ICBC Financial Leasing Co. Ltd (“ICBC Leasing”), one of the largest

leasing companies in Mainland in terms of fleet value, opened its wholly-owned
subsidiary ICBC Aviation Leasing Co. Ltd. in Hong Kong, providing aircraft leasing
solutions such as tax lease, export lease, pre-delivery payment financing, aircraft
direct purchase and sub-lease.
Source: InvestHK
Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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Rich Pickings in Aircraft Leasing Hub – The Standard 12 February 2018
Considering the peculiar nature of the industry, Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing and Aviation
Finance Association president Stanley Hui Hon-Chung, says employees are generally
well-paid with some executives even remunerated more than the chief of an airline, who
makes several million dollars a year.
"The 20 major lessors each has only around 100 direct employees. They are
paid a base salary plus bonus," says the former chief executive of the Airport
Authority Hong Kong, who has four decades of experience in aviation. "Aircraft
leasing is an industry that offers high-value positions.“
Although the industry involves some financial and engineering skills, he says it is not
"rocket science“. As such, Hui says it is not necessary to have degree programs
specializing in the subjects as is the case in Ireland.
For several decades, Ireland and Singapore have been hubs of global aircraft leasing and
financing, which is estimated to be worth more than US$140 billion (HK$1.09 trillion) a
year.

The industry requires engineers to maintain the conditions of aircraft, do spot checks,
manage aircraft maintenance reserves, and prepare documentation. It is a global
business that needs common law, accounting, and tax service experts.
"Hong Kong has the required people, who only need some conversion exposure
and participation in the aircraft leasing industry. It is not that difficult to
learn."
Source: The standard (12.2.2018)
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Speech by CE at Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing and Aviation Finance
Association Inaugural Ceremony
As a global financial centre and international aviation hub, Hong Kong already possesses favourable
conditions necessary to thrive as an aviation financing hub in Asia: free economy, the rule of law,
sophisticated legal services, robust financial services infrastructure, a mature banking system with effective
and transparent regulations, excellent aviation infrastructure and a strong pool of talents in both the financial
services and aviation sectors.
Under the "one country two systems", Hong Kong as a Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic
of China enjoys excellent access to the vast Mainland market. Our strong business ties and experience built
up in the past three decades constitute our added advantage. Thanks to the support we received from the
Central Authorities, the withholding tax rate between Hong Kong and Mainland China has been
lowered since December 2015 to 5 per cent, which as far as I know, is the lowest among all existing
aircraft leasing hubs in the world.
To take forward the initiative of developing aircraft leasing business in Hong Kong, we have amended the
relevant legislation to provide a dedicated tax regime. Profits tax concessions are given to qualifying aircraft
lessors and qualifying aircraft leasing managers.
Policy and tax incentives aside, the Government cannot act alone to build up our aircraft leasing and
financing sector. This is why I am very pleased to witness the inauguration of the Hong Kong Aircraft
Leasing and Aviation Finance Association tonight, which helps put Hong Kong in the global market of aircraft
leasing and its related business. I know that international players including the world's top lessors
and leasing managers are here with us in Hong Kong for the world's most prominent business
conference on aircraft leasing and aviation finance. We are glad that the market players are sharing the
same excitement and anticipation for the business potentials of aircraft leasing in Hong Kong and hope to see
some fruitful discussions taking place here.
Source: HKSAR Press Release
Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing and Aviation Finance Association - Memberships
 Air Lease Corporation

 CMB Financial Leasing Co., Ltd.

 Asia Pacific Aviation Leasing Group

 Dewey Yee

 Astro Aircraft Leasing Co Ltd

 GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS)

 Aviation Capital Group (ACG)

 Haitong UT Capital Group Co., Limited

 Avolon Holdings Limited

 Investec Aviation Finance

 Bank of Communications, Hong Kong Branch

 King & Wood Mallesons

 Berwin Leighton Paisner

 Novus Aviation Capital

 Century City International Holdings Limited

 NWS Holdings Limited

 CK Asset Holdings Limited

 Orix Aviation

 China

Aircraft Leasing Group

Holdings Limited

(CALC)

 PricewaterhouseCoppers
 Standard Chartered Bank

 China Development Bank Financial Leasing Co., Ltd.

Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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Section 4
HOW DOES THE PLATFORM PERFORM?
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CALC
 CALC Delivers its First Aircraft under Hong Kong’s New Tax Regime Extending

Hong Kong as One of its Major Leasing Platforms

 Hong Kong – 19 September 2018, CALC (the “Group”, SEHK stock code: 01848),

a full value-chain aircraft solutions provider for global airlines, is pleased to
announce that the Group has successfully delivered its first aircraft under the
new tax regime through Hong Kong leasing platform.

 Mr. CHEN Shuang, JP, Chairman of CALC and Chairman of Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing and

Aviation Finance Association, said, “We are deeply honored to extend Hong Kong as one
of our major leasing platforms. The Hong Kong government has taken a significant, yet
pragmatic step in taking forward the initiatives for developing aircraft leasing and aviation
finance business in the region. As a global financial centre and international aviation hub,
Hong Kong is in an extremely favorable position to thrive in the international sky. Hong
Kong, under 'one country two systems', is uniquely placed to tap into the opportunities
amid China actively spearheading major national initiatives for international business
connections, including the Greater Bay Area initiatives.”

 Mr. Mike POON, Chief Executive Officer of CALC, added, “The successful delivery marks

the first time CALC, as a Hong Kong-based lessor, enjoys the concessionary tax benefits
under the new tax scheme. We are proud that CALC is playing an active role in Hong
Kong's aspiration in developing into an aviation financing hub. As Asia's first listed aircraft
lessor, CALC, will lease more aircraft to global airlines through Hong Kong going forward,
to show our commitment and dedication in promoting the development of aircraft leasing
and aviation finance industry in Hong Kong.”
Source: CALC Press Release
Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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CALC
 CALC has been working closely with the Hong Kong government authorities since 2011 to

promote the city in becoming an international aircraft leasing and aviation finance hub. In
August 2017, CALC completed an aircraft transaction through a Hong Kong leasing
vehicle, making its first attempt in putting Hong Kong leasing platform into effective use.
By completing its first aircraft delivery under the City's new tax regime, the Group has
taken a major move further to extend its leasing platforms on top of its existing Dublin,
Tianjin DFTP and Shanghai ones.

 CALC joined hands with leading industry players to establish Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing

and Aviation Finance Association in June 2017, exchanged views with the Financial
Services
Development
Council
(FSDC)
to
publish
an
industry
paper
“Recommendations for Developing Hong Kong as an Aircraft Leasing and
Financing Hub” in July 2017, and shared its ideas with the Stock exchange of
Hong Kong to exempt aircraft leasing activities, including aircraft leasing and
acquisitions and disposals of aircraft, from its notifiable transaction rules last
year. The Exchange published conclusions on exempting such aircraft leasing activities in
August 2018 and the amendment will be effective on 15 October 2018.

 Hong Kong's Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No.2) Bill 2017 was passed by the Legislative

Council on 28 June 2017, creating a concessionary tax regime that reduces the corporate
tax rate of qualifying aircraft lessors and aircraft leasing managers. The passage of the
new tax regime is a reflection of the joint effort of the industry and the HKSAR
government to create a favorable aircraft leasing environment in the city.
Source: CALC Press Release
Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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ICBC
 ICBC Financial Leasing has completed delivery of a new Boeing aircraft to Korean Airlines

this week

 The first aircraft rental transaction to take advantage of new tax benefits designed to help

Hong Kong-based aviation leasing companies compete with those in rivals leasing centres
was completed this week.

 ICBC

Financial Leasing’s decision to use Hong Kong as a jurisdiction over more
established centres like Ireland and Singapore is a boost to the city’s ambition to build
itself into a global aviation leasing hub. It comes less than six months after the
government halved the standard tax rates for lessors to 8.25 per cent.

 The lessor, owned by the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China – the country’s biggest

bank by assets – entered into an aircraft rental agreement with Korean Airlines for the
lease of a new Boeing B787-9, which was delivered to the carrier on Wednesday, said the
Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing and Aviation Finance Association.

 ICBC Financial is understood to have switched its preference to Hong Kong, having

initially intended to use Ireland as its leasing platform, according to sources familiar with
the deal.

Source: SCMP (22.12.2017)
Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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ICBC
 “The debut does demonstrate clearly that the new Hong Kong tax regime for aircraft

leasing and financing can be put to very effective use, removing any doubts that some
parties may have had,” said Stanley Hui Hon-chung, president of the association.

 Hong Kong wants a slice of the growing global aviation leasing market, which will see it

pitting itself against the likes of Ireland and Singapore. Lessors have deployed US$261
billion in capital, according to aviation data provider FlightGlobal.

 Currently, more than 40 per cent of the global fleet of about 25,000 commercial aircraft

are leased, with that proportion expected to increase to 50 per cent in 20 years’ time.

 Of that 50 per cent, Hong Kong is aiming to secure an 18 per cent share, which will entail

HK$700 billion (US$89.5 billion) in aircraft financing of some 3,240 aircraft and is forecast
to create 15,340 jobs in direct and indirect bases. The government also expects the sector
to bring an additional HK$10 billion to its coffers and a HK$430 billion contribution to the
city’s gross domestic product.

Source: SCMP (22.12.2017)
Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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AERGO
 Aergo Capital, an international aircraft leasing company based in Ireland, today (January 23)

opened its regional office in Hong Kong, tapping growing demand in Asia amid the city's
increasing role as a regional aircraft leasing hub.

 Aergo, one of the industry leaders worldwide, offers a wide range of services to its airline

clients, including aircraft leasing, aircraft financing, sale and leaseback financing and aircraft
trading. The Hong Kong office will be headed by Aergo's Vice Chairman and Managing
Director of Aergo Capital Asia Limited, Mr Dewey Yee, a veteran with over 30 years'
experience in the aircraft leasing industry.

 Aergo's Chief Executive Officer, Mr Fred Browne, said that Asia offers bright prospects in

aircraft leasing business and Hong Kong has an unrivalled location to become a leading
aircraft leasing hub. He said, "As a global operating lessor with significant investment in the
Asian market, Aergo Capital is delighted to further enhance our presence in this evergrowing region. With the opening of our Hong Kong office, we can continue to serve the
needs of our existing and future customers in the Asian market." He added that Hong Kong's
new tax incentives for aircraft leasing activities make the city one of the best places to
capture the business opportunities in the region.

 Associate Director-General of Investment Promotion Mr Charles Ng said, "The opening of

Aergo Capital's regional office in Hong Kong is a strong vote of confidence in our city's
growing status as an international aircraft leasing and aviation financing hub. We hope to
see more international aircraft lessors to set up presence in the city, which will add diversity
to the industry as well as choices for customers. A booming aircraft leasing industry will also
create job opportunities for related financial and aviation sectors."
Source: HKSAR Press Release
Inland Revenue, Hong Kong
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Aircraft Leasing Structure + Corporate Treasury Centre

Overseas Holding
Company

Conditional sale

Associated
Corporations

Indirectly 100%

Loan

Interest Y

Loan
Hong Kong
CTC

Hong Kong Aircraft
Lessor

Japanese Titleholder
Sale

Interest X

Operating Lease
Japanese Aircraft
Operator

 Qualifying aircraft lessor and qualifying CTC are eligible for half-rate tax concession.
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Section 5
HOW THE HONG KONG DTA NETWORK IS EXPANDING?
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DTA Benefits
 Legislating for MLI
 QAL and QALM (CMC and
FAR in Hong Kong) are
entitled to tax treaty
benefits
 Substantial activity is
required for preferential
treatment

 Article 31 of Vienna
Convention on the Law of
Treaties: a treaty shall be
interpreted in good faith
 Application for TRC will be
rejected if the applicant is a
conduit or paper company
even though it is
incorporated in Hong Kong

Inland Revenue, Hong Kong

 Incorporating the PPT
into DTAs

Application for
Certificate of
Residency

Safeguards
against abuse of
tax treaty

 Without creating
opportunities for nontaxation or reduced
taxation through evasion
or avodiance

 Legal framework for
mutual agreement
procedure
Interpretation of
DTA provisions

 Legal framework for APA
Inland Revenue
(Amendment)
(No. 6) Ordinance
2018

 Legal framework: CBC,
master file and local file
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BEPS and Preferential Tax Regimes
 4 key factors: No or low effective
tax rate; ring-fencing;
transparency; exchange of
information
 8 additional factors:
‒ artificial tax base
‒ TP principles not followed
‒ foreign source income
exempted
‒ negotiable tax rate or tax base
‒ secrecy provisions
‒ wide network of tax treaties
‒ tax minimisation vehicle
‒ purely tax-driven

 Aircraft leasing: Not harmful

Inland Revenue, Hong Kong

 Requiring substantial
activities:
‒ define core income generating
activities
‒ Establish review mechanism
 Data monitoring by FHTP
Framework for
Determining
Harmful
Preferential
Regimes

Hong Kong
Aircraft Regime

 CIR empowered to set
threshold
Substantial
Activity
Requirement

Other
Preferential
Regimes:
Corporate
Treasury Centre,
Shipping,
Reinsurer, and
Captive Insurers

 Threshold:
– qualifying full time employees
(group basis)
– operating expenditure in Hong
Kong

 Not harmful after ring
fencing features removed
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Hong Kong’s DTA Network
(as of 25 October 2018)
2003 2005 2006

2007 2008

Vietnam
Luxembourg
Mainland
Thailand

Belgium

2010

2011

2012

Brunei

Jersey

Netherlands Portugal
Indonesia
Spain

Malaysia

Hungary

Canada

Kuwait

Czech
Republic

2013

Mexico

2014

2018

In Progress

South
Africa

Bangladesh

United
Arab
Emirates

Cyprus

Switzerland

United
Kingdom

Malta

Guernsey

Liechtenstein

2017

Bahrain

Austria

Ireland

2016

Korea

Italy
Qatar

2015

Cambodia
Germany
Israel
Romania

Macao SAR

Russia

Macedonia

Latvia

Mauritius

France

Belarus

Japan

Pakistan

New Zealand

Saudi
Arabia

Nigeria
Turkey

India
Finland
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Hong Kong’s DTA Network

Out of HK’s Top 20
Trading Partners

Out of 36 OECD
Member Countries

Out of 28 EU Member
States

13

20

16

Out of 10 ASEAN
Member States

Out of 20 APEC
Members

5

12
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Novus ordo seclorum
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Update on Hong Kong’s Tax
Regime for Aircraft Leasing

Clarence Leung
Treasurer, HKALA
Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing Taxation Workshop
30 October 2018

Market reaction to date
• Very positive. A unique offering - with features that offer an
alternative to existing regimes and some key treaties that
complement other platform locations.
• The attractiveness of the low effective tax rate for future IPO
plans in particular is drawing significant interest.
• Clear global industry interest, with approaches to HKALA
extending far beyond local market players and a continuous
stream of questions on the regime since its launch last year.
• We have now seen a number of parties utilise the regime and
firm interest from other parties. While a number of lessors have
made their interest public, far more are privately exploring the
potential use of the regime.

Together We Fly Higher

www.hkala.com.hk

• As knowledge of the regime enhances and the IRD has continued to
clarify aspects of the regime, many of the reasons why others may not
have utilized the regime are disappearing.
• Junior loan financing - IRD's receptiveness to the use of the Corporate
Treasury Centre ("CTC") regime as the internal financing and treasury
management vehicle for newly developing Hong Kong leasing
platforms has enhanced the ability to tax efficiently structure junior
loan financing for Hong Kong asset owning entities.
• Low personal tax rates are proving particularly appealing, bringing
comparative employee costs down.
Non-tax factors
• Lessee receptiveness - Lack of familiarity with the ownership structure
has so far not posed any issues with airlines accepting of the use of
Hong Kong asset owning entities to date.

Together We Fly Higher

www.hkala.com.hk

• Government support: Great strides taken by the government and
obvious and vocal support and investment is aiding the development
of the industry here. Confidence from the industry that the
government is committed to the regime.
• Talent Pool - Already seeing skilled personnel moving to Hong Kong
along with an expanding pool of domestic talent through the growth of
domestic lessors.
• Financing - Enhanced access to capital markets and close connectivity
with key bank financiers in Hong Kong has been an attractive factor.
• Geography - As expected, being based at the heart of the key aviation
growth market in Asia has proved a major factor in the decision making
process with many lessors already maintaining a marketing presence
here prior to the launch of the regime.

Together We Fly Higher
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Much done – more to do…
• Concerns on how the new substance thresholds will be set given the
nature of the industry with aircraft ownership and people functions
generally separated into different companies for commercial reasons.
• Expansion of the existing double tax treaty network with a focus on
ensuring the treaties are effective for aircraft leasing.
• Concentration on treaties with key leasing markets and markets which
will set Hong Kong apart from other platforms.
• Aircraft lease management – extension of application of regime to
servicing of overseas platforms is key as other existing regimes provide
the same treatment for servicing income from local and overseas
platforms.
• Further legislative and practice amendments needed to expand and
clarify the application of the regime further.

Together We Fly Higher

www.hkala.com.hk

Questions?

Together We Fly Higher

www.hkala.com.hk

Clarence Leung
Treasurer, Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing Association
Asset Finance & Leasing Partner - PwC Hong Kong
Tel : (852) 2289 3599
E-Mail: clarence.kf.leung@hk.pwc.com
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Ecole Nationale de l’Aviation
Civile

About ENAC

In few words

ENAC the story
 70 years of aeronautical excellence

Sous titre
1948

Creation
at quis nostrud exercitation
ex ea
veniam,
Orly Airport
ullamco
laboris nisi ut aliquip ex eaex ea
veniam, quis nostrud exercitation
ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex eaex ea
1968
veniam, quis nostrud exercitation
Installation in
ullamco laboris nisi
Toulouse

2018
ENAC is 70 years old

ENAC at a glance
 Europe’s #1 Aviation University
 Accredited by European Higher Education under direct
authority of French CAA
 Recognized by the world's leading international
institutions

ENGINEERING

 3 main areas of expertise
FLIGHT

AIR
NAVIGATION

ENAC around the world

SINGAPORE

3 000

6 000

24 000

66

Students

Trainees

Alumni

nationalities

ENAC Alumni




A network of 24,000 graduates worldwide
Among them, the most important decision-makers in air
transport
A dynamic association with 3 major missions:




Leading the network of 24,000 graduates
Support graduates throughout their careers wherever they are
To promote ENAC through the organization of events and
meetings in France and abroad

Professional education

Our programs

Professional education
Advanced Masters in France








Air Navigation System Engineering and Operations
Airport Management
Airport Transport Management
Aviation Safety Aircraft Airworthiness
Aerospace Project Management
Unmanned Aircraft Systems Services and Management
Safety Management in Aviation

Professional education
Advanced Masters abroad









Air Transport Finance Management – Hong Kong Beijing Toulouse
Air Transport Management – China, Hong Kong
Air Navigation Management - Brazil
Safety Management System - Qatar
Aviation Safety Management - Indonesia - Vietnam - Philippines
Strategic Aviation Leadership - Canada
Aircraft Life Management & Maintenance - Europe
Airline Operations Management - Abu Dhabi – Beijing

Professional education
Executive MBA

Advanced Master Program in Aviation Management
Training location: Tsinghua University
Speciality: aeronautical management

Since 2014

Advanced Master
Air Transport Management

Tsinghua University
Beihang University (Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics)
Civil Aviation University of China
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Hong Kong International Aviation Academy

Advanced Master
Air Transport Finance Management

Industry knowledge and insights
Speciality: Aviation finance and Leasing
18 months: 12 modules & 6 months professional thesis
Training location: Hong Kong, Beijing, Toulouse
Accreditation: February 2018

Start Date: February 2019

Advanced Master
Air Transport Finance Management

Air Transport Economics
Overview and fundamentals of the aircraft financing and leasing market

Fleet selection and financing considerations for airlines
Commercial debt, debt capital market, aircraft loans, pdp financing
Managing risk: Asset risk, Airline credit risk, liability risk
Aircraft valuation
Asset management, deliveries & redeliveries
Crisis management
Deal structuring
Taxation & Optimization of various aircraft leasing platforms
Cultural Competencies and the Global Mindset
Lessors' growth strategy, merger & acquisition, IPO

12 modules of 4 days each

Advanced Master
Air Transport Finance Management

Professional thesis
6 months
In the aircraft and leasing industry

Contact
L’ENAC
7, avenue Edouard Belin
31055 Toulouse Cedex 4
France
carine.truong-ext@enac.fr
www.enac.fr
Suivez-nous

Talents in support of Aircraft Leasing and
Aviation Finance in Hong Kong
Presenter: Stanley Hui
President of Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing and Aviation Finance Association
Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing Taxation Workshop
30 October 2018
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What Is Aviation Finance?
It is in short: aviation + finance
Hong Kong is a regional and international aviation center, with top
notch home airlines and airport
Hong Kong is an international financial center, with a robust financial
eco-system
Aircraft leasing and aviation finance are not new to Hong Kong
So to answer the question. The following skills are available in Hong
Kong to support aircraft leasing:

Together We Fly Higher

www.hkala.com.hk

Existing Pool of Professionals
Airlines or OEM background
• Aircraft fleet management executives: Planners, engineers, technical
services, lease management, marketing with wide airlines
relations/knowledge, technical services

Professional Services:
• Law firms with solid aircraft leasing in/out track record
• International accounting firms with taxation and accounting experts in
leasing
• Corporate service providers (company secretarial services)
• Technical services (field representatives for aircraft return, etc.)
• Insurance brokers
• Corporate finance
• Bankers, asset managers, financiers
• Investment/fund advisors

Together We Fly Higher

www.hkala.com.hk

Existing Pool of Professionals

Long time, strong presence of lessor and OEM offices in Hong Kong for
marketing coverage and technical support
Huge expatriate community in Hong Kong, and Import of skilled leasing
and financing executives, if necessary, is no issue. Attractive low
income tax!
Training of local talents or `conversion’, application of their skills to the
specific needs of aircraft leasing and financing

Together We Fly Higher

www.hkala.com.hk

Educational Institutions
ENAC Air Transport Finance
Management Advanced Master
• Post-Master degree delivered by ENAC Ecole
National de l’Aviation Civile
• Accreditation by the French Conference des
Grandes Ecoles in February 2018 with
support of major industry stakeholders
• Program start date: February 2019
• Delivery in Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai and
Toulouse
• ENAC has delivered Advanced Masters and
EMBA programs in Air Transport
Management with major universities in China
and Hong Kong since 2014: Tsinghua
University, Beihang University, Civil Aviation
University of China, HKUST, Hong Kong
International Aviation Academy.

Together We Fly Higher
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Educational Institutions
The pipeline: Aircraft leasing and financing focused educational
programs being considered in Hong Kong

HONG KONG POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY
• Master of Science (MSc) in Aviation Finance

HKU SPACE
• Executive Certificate in Aircraft Leasing and Aviation
Finance

VOCATIONAL TRAINING COUNCIL (VTC)
• Professional Diploma/Certificate in Aircraft Leasing and
Aviation Finance

Together We Fly Higher
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Government Support
Maritime and Aviation Training Fund (MATF)
The aim of MATF is to build up a vibrant, diversified and competitive pool of
professionals and technical personnel to support Hong Kong’s development in the
aviation sectors, including aircraft leasing. It came into operation in April 2014 with
$100 million injection from the Government.

As announced in the 2018 Policy Address, the Government will inject $200
million into the MATF to continue its operation and introduce more new
schemes.
Through the MATF, the Government encourages –
• Employers to take on internship to attract new blood;
• Practitioners to attend professional training and acquire necessary professional
qualifications; and
• Aspiring talents to pursue aviation-related studies where subsidy is provided
with entry to service or scholarship is awarded on merits

Together We Fly Higher

www.hkala.com.hk

Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing And Aviation Finance Association

Come join us in Hong Kong !

SCAN TO KNOW MORE

www.hkala.com.hk

Vocational Training Council

Vocational Training Council (VTC)
A statutory organisation established in 1982 under
the Vocational Training Council Ordinance
Function

To provide comprehensive and
effective vocational and professional
education and training (VPET) to
cater for the needs of the economy

Student
Population

Some 200 000 (including 50 000 in
full-time mode) per year

2

13 Member Institutions
Provide seamless progression pathway for career
advancement and lifelong learning

Academies

Institutes

Centres / Colleges
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Recognition under Hong Kong
Qualifications Framework
QF Level

VTC Programmes

Doctorate Degree
Master Degree, Postgraduate
Diploma, Postgraduate Certificate

Postgraduate Programmes
in partnership with overseas universities

Bachelor Degree

Degree and Top-up Degree

Higher Diploma / Associate Degree

Higher Diploma

Diploma

Diploma of Foundation Studies,
Diploma of Vocational Education

Certificate
Certificate

Industry Certificate
Basic Craft Certificate
Technician Foundation Certification
Junior General Purpose Rating

Childcare, Elderly and
Community Services

Applied Science

Business Administration

10 Disciplines

5

Design

Hospitality

Engineering

6

Information Technology

Student
Development
Languages
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New Interdisciplinary Programmes

Interdisciplinary Unit
Higher Diploma Programmes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Relations and Digital Communication
Financial Technology
Arts and Cultural Events Management
Music and Digital Entertainment Business Management
Sports and Nutrition for Health
Global Supply Chain and Innovation
8

Professional Diploma in
Aircraft Leasing and Aviation Finance
飛機租賃及航空融資專業文憑
Programme Structure
Module Title
Overview of the Aircraft Leasing
M1
Industry
Technical Support on Aircraft
M2
Leasing

Topics

Contact
Hours

Overview, Leasing, Risk Management

24

Maintenance, Delivery and Return
Conditions

24

M3 Aviation Finance

SPV Financing, Engine Financing

30

M4 Taxation and Insurance

Taxation, Insurance, Case Studies

30

M5 Contract and Aviation Law

Legal and Regulatory Framework, Case
Studies

24

Total:

Note: Application of the qualifications recognized under the Hong Kong
Qualifications Framework is underway

132
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Professional Diploma in
Aircraft Leasing and Aviation Finance
飛機租賃及航空融資專業文憑
Progression Pathways

Professional Certificate in Aircraft Leasing and Aviation Finance
• Completion of M1 plus any TWO of M2 to M5 (Minimum: 72 hours / 36 Credits)
Professional Diploma in Aircraft Leasing and Aviation Finance
• Completion of all FIVE modules (Total: 132 hours / 66 Credits)
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Professional Diploma in
Aircraft Leasing and Aviation Finance
飛機租賃及航空融資專業文憑
Suitable for:
•
•
•

Professionals working in Banks and Financial
Institutions
Lawyers
Accountants

Admission:
•
•

5 HKDSE Level 2 or above (English and Chinese), or equivalent AND 1 year
of relevant work experience; OR
Aged 21 or above with at least 2 years’ relevant work experience AND pass
an entrance test

Location: Wan Chai
Duration: 4 – 5 months
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Professional Speakers:
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Thank you
Dr. Fred Li
Senior Project Officer
Planning Office of Interdisciplinary Unit
Vocational Training Council
e-mail:
fredcfli@vtc.edu.hk
Office:
2595-8217
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Case Studies – Possible Structures and their Comparative
Advantages
William Ho
Secretary, Hong Kong Aircraft Leasing and Aviation Finance Association
Partner, Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP

1

(A) Brief Chronology
 Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No.3) Ordinance
was enacted in July 2017
 IRD issued Departmental Interpretation and
Practice Notes No.54 in October 2017 (“DIPN
No.54”)
 First aircraft leasing transaction involving the
leasing of 1 x B787-9 aircraft from ICBC Aviation to
Korean Air under the new tax regime successfully
closed in December 2017 [Airfinance Journal
Operating Lease Award of the Year 2017]
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(B) Examples of Possible Aircraft Transaction
Structures mentioned in DIPN No.54
(a) Operating lease
Hong Kong
Aircraft
Lessor
Operating
Lease

Aircraft
Operator

3

(b) Operating lease via an intermediate
lessor in a free trade zone
Hong Kong
Aircraft Lessor
Operating
Lease
Intermediate
Lessor in free
trade zone in
jurisdiction A
Operating
Lease
Aircraft Operator
in jurisdiction A

(c) Operating lease via an intermediate
lessor in a third jurisdiction
Hong Kong
Aircraft Lessor
Operating
Lease
Intermediate
Lessor in
jurisdiction B
Operating
Lease
Aircraft Operator
in jurisdiction C
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(d) Japanese conditional sale structure
Japanese
Titleholder
Sale

Conditional
Sale

Hong Kong
Aircraft Lessor

(e) Russian lease-in-lease-out structure
Bermuda
SPV

Lease
Leaseback

Hong Kong
Aircraft
Lessor

Operating
Lease

Operating
Lease
Japanese Aircraft
Operator

Russian
Aircraft
Operator
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(f) ECA/US EXIM supported financing
Orphan Trust

SPV
Titleholder
Finance
Lease
Hong Kong
Aircraft Lessor
Operating
Lease
Aircraft Operator

ECA/US
EXIM
Loan
Aircraft
Mortgage

Support
Lender

(g) French or Japanese tax lease financing
Equity
Provider

Lender

Equity

Loan
French/Japanese
SPV

Sale

Hire Purchase /
Funding Lease

Hong Kong
Aircraft
Lessor
Operating
Lease

Aircraft
Operator
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(h) Securitisation
Securitisation
SPV
Sale

Bonds

Capital Market

Lease

Hong Kong
Aircraft Lessor
Operating
Leases

Aircraft
Operator

Aircraft
Operator

Aircraft
Operator
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(C) Case Studies




Hong Kong
Aircraft
Lessor

Operating
Lease

Aircraft Operator
(South Korea /
Qatar)

Hong Kong
Aircraft
Lessor
Operating
Lease
Intermediate
Lessor in free
trade zone in
PRC
Operating
Lease
Aircraft Operator
(PRC)
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Hong Kong
Aircraft
Lessor



Hong Kong
Aircraft
Lessor

Operating
Lease
Intermediate
Lessor in
France

Operating
Lease

Operating
Lease
Aircraft Operator
(Indonesia)

Aircraft Operator
(Japan)
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(D) Advantages
1.
2.
3.
4.

Advance rulings from IRD available
Tax residency certificates available swiftly
Ease of formation of Hong Kong companies
Professional tax and legal advice readily available
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5. Aircraft leasing manager services available
Hong Kong
Aircraft
Leasing
Manager

Aircraft leasing
management
services
Hong Kong
Aircraft
Lessor

Operating
Lease

Aircraft
Operator
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6. Ease of financing

• no withholding tax on interest payment
Hong Kong
Aircraft
Lessor

Loan
 Aircraft Mortgage
 Security Assignment

Hong Kong
or
non-Hong Kong
Lender

Operating
Lease

Aircraft
Operator
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7. Legal
− Customary security in aircraft financing available:
•
•
•
•
•

aircraft mortgage
security assignment
account charge
share charge
guarantee

− No government approval is required
− Registration of certain types of security at Companies
Registry
− Priority based on common law
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− Judicial enforcement

• Foreign governing law (eg. English law, New York law)
recognised
• Statutory registration scheme for recognition and enforcement
of foreign judgments
[Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal Enforcement) Ordinance
(Cap 319)]
[Mainland Judgments (Reciprocal Enforcement) Ordinance
(Cap 597)]

− Hong Kong is an arbitration centre and a party to New
York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of
Foreign Arbitral Awards (by virtue of Mainland China’s
accession to the treaty). An arbitral award obtained in
Hong Kong is enforceable in other treaty countries.
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